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In today’s fast-paced digital world, reliable internet connectivity is crucial for the success of your business. Our high-speed business 

broadband services are designed to keep you ahead of the competition, ensuring seamless operations and enhanced productivity.

Business broadband services tailored for every business.

Why choose our business broadband?

Which service is right for my business?

Single order Generic Ethernet Access (SoGEA)

SoGEA is a new solution that enables us to provide broadband without needing a telephone line. It gives you the Internet 

connection you require, within a single order and without needing a telephone line. 

SoGEA is fast to install and more reliable than legacy broadband solutions. SoGEA has a maximum download speed of 80Mbps.

For more information about our 

tailored business broadband services 

call ASL on 0345 862 0350.

Enjoy a stable and dependable internet connection with our robust infrastructure and proactive monitoring, 

minimising downtime and keeping your business running smoothly.

We offer fast download and upload speeds that support all your business activities, from video conferencing 

and VoIP calls to cloud computing and large file transfers.

Our expert support team is available to assist you with any issues or queries, ensuring you receive prompt 

and efficient service whenever you need it.

Our flexible broadband plans allow you to easily upgrade your bandwidth to meet increasing demands.
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How much does this service cost?

For more information or to discuss how a leased line service could benefit your business contact sales@aware-soft.com we can provide 

your business with a customised solution.

Leased Lines 

A leased line is an alternative to the standard public broadband, it is a dedicated service whereby your business connects 

directly to the exchange and the line is exclusively for your business.

A leased line could be the best option for your business if your current internet connection:

• Provides patchy performance or does not perform as you expect or need.

• If your current provider experiences glitches and or go-slows.

• If the quality of your internet service ever gets in the way of getting tasks done quickly, efficiently and on time.

Key benefits of choosing a leased line service:

    Dedicated Bandwidth

    Symmetrical Speeds 

    High Reliability

    Scalability

    Enhanced Security

Fibre-to-the-Premises (FTTP)

FTTP delivers high-speed internet connectivity directly to your office or home, is fast to install and gives you guaranteed speed 

and performance. It’s also reliable. 

FTTP makes it easy to overlay IP services like VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) and provides a stable future-proof platform to 

run your voice services.

Depending upon geographic location and chosen package, maximum download speeds are up to 1000Mbps.

Ubiquiti Managed Wi-Fi Service

Managed Wi-Fi services offer security and great performance with outstanding coverage and reliability. Ubiquiti works to boost 

and expand Wi-Fi coverage in your office or home.

For more information about our 

tailored business broadband services 

call ASL on 0345 862 0350.
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